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0022 HAZARD WARNING TAPE 
 

DESCRIPTION 
 
A heavy duty PVC colour coding tape, complies with OSHA requirements, very conformable and 
resistant to abrasion. A high tack rubber adhesive ensures excellent grip to concrete, timber and 
steel surfaces. 
 
APPLICATION 
 
Designed for marking of walkways, sports arenas, demarcation of dangerous obstacles etc. Ensure 
surfaces are clean, dry and free from grease and rust before applying tape. Leave for a minimum of 
2 hours before allowing heave traffic on the surface for best results. 
 
TECHNICAL SPEACIFICATIONS 
 
PROPERTIES UNIT AVG. TEST VALUE 
Total Thickness mm 0.15 (6) ± 10% 
Tensile Strength Kg/1” (lb/1”) 7.2 (15.8) min, avg 
Elongation % 200min, avg 
   
Adhesion   
To steel (colour tape) kg/1”(oz/1”) 0.60 (21) min, avg 
To steel (transparent tape) kg/1”(oz/1”) 0.50 (17) min, avg 
To backing (colour tape) kg/1”(oz/1”) 0.55 (20) min, avg 
To backing (transparent tape) kg/1”(oz/1”) 0.45 (16) min, avg 
Dielectric breakdown Kv 7.8 min avg. 
   
 
Test Method: In accordance with ASTM D-1000 
Shelf Life: 12 months when stored at 23deg.C and 65% R.H 
 
The information supplied is accurate to the best of the manufacturers’ knowledge and is based upon all current data available to it. Properties quoted are 
typical and do not therefore constitute a specification. Customers must complete their own assessment of the product for its intended application under 
their own conditions. Our technical advice is to be regarded as an expression of opinion only and although such advice is given in good faith, it shall not, in 
any circumstances, be regarded as the basis of or as being a representation or statement of fact. This applies also where propriety or protective rights of third 
parties are involved. Any liability arising in respect of our products will be strictly limited to the value of those products charged to the customer and shall not 
extend to any consequential loss whatsoever and howsoever arising.  This document does not form part of any contract with a customer. (14/03/06) 
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